Theoretical aspects of P-glycoprotein mediated drug efflux on the distribution volume of anaesthetic-related drugs in the brain.
P-glycoprotein in the membranes of endothelial cells actively transports some drugs out of the brain. The theoretical effect of P-glycoprotein mediated drug efflux on the cerebral distribution volumes of drugs was examined, with particular emphasis on anaesthetic-related drugs (often characterized by moderate to high permeability across the blood brain barrier due to their lipophilicity and intermediate molecular weight). An analytical equation for the cerebral distribution volume in the presence of the efflux was derived, and validated by modelling the same system using differential equations. The efflux was shown to lower both the membrane and intracellular drug concentrations in parallel, and to reduce the time required for brain:blood equilibration. The net effect of the efflux was governed by the ratio of the P-glycoprotein drug clearance from the membrane (Pcl) and the permeability of the membrane (PS). It was therefore a balance between the rate that a drug could be pumped out of the membrane by the efflux system, and the rate that the drug leaked back in due to the permeability of the membrane for the drug. The effect of the efflux was therefore more pronounced for drugs with membrane-limited cerebral kinetics (e.g. morphine), but was nevertheless significant for drugs with more flow-limited kinetics (e.g fentanyl). The cerebral distribution volume was also influenced by the free fraction in blood and the free fraction in the intracellular space in the conventional manner. There are no theoretical limitations to the P-glycoprotein system influencing the cerebral distribution volume of moderately lipophilic anaesthetic-related drugs.